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Introduction
Usually, it is not difficult to distinguish
between female and male birds of the
same species. Differences in size and
colour of the plumage are clear external
sexual characteristics. However, numerous bird species, nestlings and immature
birds, in particular, lack these visible characteristics. Knowledge of a bird’s gender
is important in many fields. In particular,
poultry breeders, veterinary practitioners,
ornithologists and aviculturists are often
highly interested to know the gender of
a bird.1 For example, the determination
of a bird’s gender is essential for proper
pairing of birds, and knowing the gender
of a bird allows veterinarians to diagnose
gender-specific diseases. Furthermore,
the poultry industry is also interested in
fast, objective and inexpensive methods
for determining the sex of chickens or
turkeys as early as possible.2
In addition to the gender determination of young birds, it is also of interest
to determine the gender of an avian egg.
This is a more difficult challenge than
the sexing of birds, because in addition
to determination of an “egg’s gender” the
egg must be intact so that the embryo
may develop.
The gold standard for determination
of the gender of monomorphic or immature birds is polymerase chain reaction
(PCR). In contrast to mammals, in birds
males are homogametic with two Z sex
chromosomes, whereas females are
heterogametic with one Z and one W sex
chromosome.3 The W chromosome is
much smaller than the Z chromosome.4
Therefore, male birds always have a
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Figure 1. Illustration of a cross-section through the base of a developing feather.

significantly larger amount of DNA than
female birds. Although the avian DNA
gender determination is highly precise,
this method is quite expensive and
takes a minimum of a few days. More
recently, novel approaches based on
UV-resonance Raman5 and mid-infrared6
spectroscopy have been developed to
determine the gender of chicken and
six-week-old turkey and chicken poults,
respectively.

Infrared spectroscopic
feather sexing
Spectroscopic gender determination
is based on the fact that each growing

feather has a high amount of dividing
germinal cells which contain the genetic
information about the gender.7 Figure
1 shows schematically the composition
of a feather. The feather pulp contains a
large number of germinal cells.
These pulp cells can be easily
extracted by exerting a slight pressure.
A small amount of pulp cell suspension
from only one feather is sufficient for the
spectral gender determination. The drop
of the cell suspension can be placed on
an infrared transparent window or onto
an attenuated total reflection (ATR) crystal. Figure 2 shows the standard deviation
of spectra taken from feather pulps of 23
www.spectroscopyeurope.com
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Figure 3. Averaged spectra obtained from feather pulp samples of
male (bold line) and female (dotted line) turkey poults, normalised
to the absorbance at 1084 cm–1 (reproduced with permission from
Springer Science+Business Media from Reference 6).
Figure 2. Standard deviation of spectra taken from male and female
feather pulps samples.

male turkey poults and those from 23
female turkey poults.
At a first glance, the spectra appear
very similar and exhibit relatively small
differences, despite the fact that the
samples are from different poults. The
most prominent bands are the amide I
and amide II absorptions. Absorptions
from phosphate groups of nucleic acids
occur mainly in the spectral range from
1000 cm –1 to 1250 cm –1. 8 A closer
inspection of this range reveals differences in the intensity of the bands
located at 1048 cm–1, 1084 cm–1 and
1122 cm–1 between the spectra of male
and females. Figure 3 shows the average spectra for female and male germinal cells. The spectra are normalised to
the absorbance at 1084 cm–1.
The 1084 cm–1 band arises from PO2–
symmetric stretching vibrations and is
often assigned to DNA. 9 However, it
must be noted that several other spectral contributions from phospholipids, free
phosphate, esters and carbohydrates and
proteins contribute to the band contour.
The average spectrum of male germinal
cells shows a significantly stronger absorption at 1122cm–1 than the spectrum of the
female cells. This band is usually assigned
to RNA ribose C–O stretching. For example, the ratio of the band intensities at
www.spectroscopyeurope.com

1122 cm–1 and 1020 cm–1 has been often
used to calculate the RNA/DNA ratio as
a marker for tumour cells. A higher RNA
content reveals an enhanced germinal cell
proliferation. Indeed, male turkey poults
grow significantly faster and will be stronger than females. Consequently, the RNA
content is increased. Obviously, the high

RNA content outweighs the differences in
the DNA content. These significant spectral differences within the average spectra
should be enough to allow discrimination
between male and female birds on the
basis their infrared spectra. Multivariate
classification methods are a common
approach to extract the wanted spectral

Figure 4. PCA score plot of the third PC vs first PC, calculated from a spectral data set of 23
feather samples from female turkeys and 23 feather samples of male turkeys. From each feather
two samples were taken and measure (reproduced with permission from Reference 6).
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Figure 5. Photograph of a cracked-open egg with a clearly visible
germinal disc.

information. Principal component analysis
(PCA) is one of the first choices to identify spectral markers. The PCA score plot
of the third and first principal component
(PC) is shown in Figure 4.
As it can be seen in the plot, germinal
cells from female and male turkey poults
are clearly divided into two clusters. Two
spectra are misclassified. A closer inspection revealed that these two spectra are
from one sample. A possible reason for
this misclassification is that sex diagnosis
in fattening turkeys is usually performed
by examining a day-old chick’s vent for the
presence, or absence of, the formation of
a male sexual organ. The international
standard for the vent sexing of day-old
gallinaceous chicks is 98% accuracy.10

Sexing of eggs?
Now we would like discuss whether it is
also possible to determine the gender
of blastoderm cells in an avian egg.
Determining the sex would allow the
selection of either male or female eggs
for incubation. For hundreds of years,
people have speculated about a relationship between a chicken egg’s size
and the gender. However, up to now
there is no method available that can be
used to identify the gender of an unin18 SPECTROSCOPYEUROPE

Figure 6. Microscopic white light image of the sample. The grid indicates the area of the 2 × 2 captured infrared spectroscopic images.

cubated egg without destroying the egg.
Can infrared spectroscopy provide a new
approach to make this old dream a reality? Let us have a look at a normal fertilised, but unincubated, chicken egg. The
photograph in Figure 5 shows a crackedopen egg. On the top of the yolk is a
small disc of slightly different colour.
The so-called called germinal disk has
40,000 to 60,000 blastoderm cells that
contain information on the embryo’s
gender.11 The germinal disc is covered by
several membranes and a protein layer
a few micrometres thick. When taking
a small amount of blastoderm cells, all
these materials will be in the sample
and prevent the identification of the
gender. To overcome this limitation infrared spectroscopic imaging has be used.
Figure 6 shows the microscopic image
of the sample. In this unstained image,
blastoderm cells are not visible. The grid
indicates the area of the infrared spectroscopic imaging. An infrared imaging map
of 2 × 2 images encompasses 16,384
individual infrared spectra. The mathematical investigation of spectral variations
was performed by PCA of the spectral
range from 1000 cm –1 to 1150 cm –1.
This range represents mainly absorption
bands from phosphates, carbohydrates

and phospholipids. Principal components
of the spectroscopic imaging data cube
are formed by loading plots and score
maps. The loading plots correspond to
a spectrum where the variation is highest and weight the signals in the positive
and negative direction. The score map
reveals the weight of the loading plot for
each pixel of the image. Loading vectors
and score maps of the first, second and
third PCs are represented in Figure 7. The
first PC describes the average spectrum.
The loading plot of PC 2 exhibits absorption bands of phosphates. Therefore, we
assign the second PC to blastoderm cells.
The third PC shows mainly absorption
bands from protein and lipids.
The fact that in the second PC information about the blastoderm cells are
present demonstrates that infrared spectroscopy has also the potential to determine the gender of an unincubated egg.

Summary
The use of infrared spectroscopy to
determine the gender of young birds
shows that it is a fast and accurate
method with the potential to be used by
the breeding industry and many other
fields. Second, results of a pilot study
show that infrared spectroscopy also
www.spectroscopyeurope.com
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Figure 7. PCA results of the infrared spectroscopic imaging of an egg sample which contains
blastoderm cells, showing scores and loadings of the first three PC.

provides an approach to determine the
gender of fertilised unincubated eggs.
The difference in the RNA content, as
well as the amount of DNA between
the Z and W sex chromosomes, are
very sensitive markers for spectroscopy-

…infrared
spectroscopy is a
fast and accurate
method to determine
the gender of young
birds
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based sexing. In the future, these is a
strong possibility that infrared spectroscopy can be used for an in ovo gender
determination which could save millions
of unwanted male layer chicks from
being killed shortly after hatching.
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